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Figure 1: Our approach reconstructs 3D human avatar from a single image. The figure shows our reconstruction results on our
own captured data and PeopleSnapshot dataset [Alldieck et al. 2018b].

ABSTRACT
With the development of AR/VR technologies, a reliable and straightforward way to digitize three-dimensional human body is in high
demand. Most existing methods use complex equipment and sophisticated algorithms. This is impractical for everyday users. In
this paper, we propose a pipeline that reconstructs 3D human shape
avatar at a glance. Our approach simultaneously reconstructs the
three-dimensional human geometry and whole body texture map
with only a single RGB image as input. We first segment the human
body part from the image and then obtain an initial body geometry
by fitting the segment to a parametric model. Next, we warp the
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initial geometry to the final shape by applying a silhouette-based
dense correspondence. Finally, to infer invisible backside texture
from a frontal image, we propose a network we call InferGAN. Comprehensive experiments demonstrate that our solution is robust and
effective on both public and our own captured data. Our human
avatars can be easily rigged and animated using MoCap data. We
developed a mobile application that demonstrates this capability in
AR/VR settings.
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Figure 2: The pipeline of our approach. We reconstruct the geometry and texture respectively and finally generate the full
textured result.

1

INTRODUCTION

There is an emerging trend on the automated acquisition of detailed
3D human shape and appearance in both academic community and
industry. The generated free-viewpoint video (FVV) can provide the
user an immersive viewing experience in many applications such
as AR/VR, gaming, virtual try-on, etc. This technology is largely
enabled by the availability of bulky 3D acquisition systems and
sophisticated reconstruction algorithms. Early work by Kanade
and Narayanan [Kanade and Narayanan 2007] used a dome with a
diameter of 5 meters and mounted 51 cameras on it to digitize real
objects into FVV. Recent capturing setups tend to use industry-level
synchronized cameras with higher resolution and speed. For example, the CMU Panoptic studio [Joo et al. 2015] consists of 480 VGA
cameras, 31 HD cameras, and 10 Kinect sensors to reconstruct and
recover multiple human activities. Industry solutions like Microsoft
Holoportation [Orts-Escolano et al. 2016] and 8i [https://8i.com/
[n. d.]] utilize infrared structured light for high-resolution capture
with much fewer cameras as well. Despite the high quality of dome
capture systems, it is unpractical to use such complicated setup
in everyday scenarios. Therefore, there is a need for a simple and
easy-to-use setup—one that requires only one photo to digitize 3D
human body.
Indeed, many works are on recovering the pose and approximate
shape of the human body from one or a few photos, but few address
the problem of high-precision reconstruction. Xu et al. [Xu et al.
2018] use a non-rigid body deformation method to reconstruct
the human body from a video clip, but it requires a pre-captured
template. Alldieck et al. [Alldieck et al. 2018b] reconstruct a highquality 3D human body, but their method takes long processing
time to obtain a complete model of a human body (e.g., 1 minute per
frame and with 20 frames). Recently, CNN-based methods [Alldieck
et al. 2019b; Saito et al. 2019] achieve high-resolution results by
training with a large number of synthetic images. Due to bias in
data, these methods do not apply to all types of input. Besides,

since only one image is used as input, even full human body is
reconstructed, only part of the geometry has color information.
Natsume et al. [Natsume et al. 2019] use a lot of synthetic pictures
to train a model to infer occluded colors; however, the resulting
color lacks photorealism.
To address these challenges, we propose a new pipeline that
reconstructs both human geometry and full textures based on a
single frontal image of the human body as input (Fig. 2). In the first
step, an input image is segmented, and a SMPL [Loper et al. 2015]
model is fitted to the body shape segmentation. Since the SMPL
model does not align well with the input silhouette, we propose to
deform the SMPL model. We do this by finding correspondences
between the silhouette of fitted SMPL on the camera and the input
2D silhouette. We then warp the depth map of the SMPL model to
its final shape. The back geometry can be reconstructed similarly,
and the two pieces of geometry can be stitched together. To recover
the invisible texture on the back, we develop a network we call
InferGAN. Our model does not need strictly matched front and
back color data and can use any pair of photos taken by the same
person at different view angles for training. Finally, we use linear
blend skinning to animate the reconstructed model. We transfer the
skinning weight of SMPL to the reconstructed model and animate
it with the existing motion capture data [Gross and Shi 2001]. Our
key contributions are as follows:
• a 2D non-rigid deformation algorithm to warp initial geometry to final reconstruction,
• a network we call InferGAN that can predict invisible color
on the back of a human,
• and a complete system that reconstructs a full body-colored
human model at a glance.
We have conducted comprehensive experiments on existing data
and our own captured data (Fig. 1). We demonstrated that our results
have good visual quality in terms of geometry and color information.
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We also developed a mobile app with ARCore to demonstrate its
application in AR.

2

RELATED WORK

The research of 3D human reconstruction is a very broad field,
which includes human body pose estimation, single image 3D human body reconstruction, and video-based human body reconstruction. It also involves inference of occluded/invisible texture color.
In the following, we will review these methods briefly.

2.1

Human pose estimation

The human pose is, in general, ambiguous on a single image. Therefore, existing methods usually rely on a parametric model of the
human body (e.g., SMPL [Loper et al. 2015] or SCAPE [Anguelov
et al. 2005]) for fitting a pose to an input image. Early works generally used manual or semi-automatic methods to label human body
joints [Guan et al. 2009; Jain et al. 2010; Zhou et al. 2010]. This
step later became automated. In recent years, parameters of the
SMPL model can be computed by deep neural networks [Kanazawa
et al. 2018a; Omran et al. 2018; Pavlakos et al. 2018]. Although the
human pose estimation algorithms are evolving, they are struggling
to provide detailed body geometry, and cannot fit the model to the
contours of a human body accurately.

2.2

Image-based human body reconstruction

Although parametric model-fitting methods capture the shape and
pose of the human body well, they do not conform to the actual
body contour and fail to recover the details of clothing. To solve
this problem, [Alldieck et al. 2018b] extracts mask information from
a video of human performance and then uses a silhouette-based
visual hull method to reconstruct the body geometry. [Alldieck et al.
2018a] further enhances the previous method by providing better
details of clothes, face, and texture. [Alldieck et al. 2019a] uses deep
learning plus differentiable render to generate human geometry
from video input. The network can be trained end-to-end.
Different from video input, more and more methods begin to reconstruct human body with one single image. [Natsume et al. 2019]
uses a neural network to infer different angles of the same person
from a single picture and uses the inferred images to reconstruct
human body geometry. More recently, [Weng et al. 2019] uses a
traditional fitting model plus silhouette warping to estimate an
approximate body model. However, for invisible backside texture,
this work simply uses a mirror of the frontal texture, which makes
the results less realistic.

2.3

Texture inference

When reconstructing a 3D model from a single image, the color
information of occluded or invisible parts is hard to obtain. However, we can use a learning-based method to infer the missing data
from the frontal view. This kind of problem attributes to the research [Park et al. 2017; Zhou et al. 2016] of single image view
synthesis. Given a frontal view of the human body, [Natsume et al.
2019] can predict the backside color texture. However, since the
training data is synthetic, their results lack photorealism. Generative models have been used to synthesize novel views of human

Figure 3: 2D Non-rigid Registration. We aim to find correspondence between the SMPL silhouette (red) and segmented human silhouette (blue). The 2D embedded deformation is illustrated in upper row of the figure.
bodies [Chan et al. 2019; Ma et al. 2017; Sun et al. 2019]. The generated images in these methods are based on pose-to-appearance
mapping, not on the segmentation of body parts; therefore, they
cannot be used to texture the body geometry directly.

3

METHOD OVERVIEW

Our algorithm consists of four major steps. As shown in Fig 2, given
a single RGB image, we first segment the human body shape using
the state-of-the-art human garment segmentation method [Gong
et al. 2019]. Then, we fit a SMPL [Loper et al. 2015] deformable
parametric model to the body shape segment. To generate the
front geometry, we warp the depth map of the SMPL parametric
model using correspondence defined based on silhouettes. We then
generate the back geometry using back-culling rendering technique.
Finally, to recover the occluded back texture, we propose a GAN
network structure called InferGAN, which is trained on both real
and synthetic images.

4

BODY GEOMETRY RECONSTRUCTION

After segmenting human shape from image using [Gong et al. 2019],
we use the method in [Kanazawa et al. 2018b] to fit a SMPL model to
the input RGB image. As shown in Fig. 3, the recovered SMPL mesh
provides a good initial guess for the shape of the reconstructed
human. However, its contour is not consistent with body shape
silhouette from the input image. Similar to [Weng et al. 2019],
we propose a method to refine the human mesh by finding the
correspondence between the depth map of initial SMPL estimation
and that of recovered human body. Specifically, instead of warping
in 3D, we use a 2D approach. We first deform the person silhouette
from input image to match the SMPL silhouette using a 2D non-rigid
registration approach. The nearest point from the SMPL silhouette
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Figure 4: Geometry generation approach. For every point p
inside the person mask, we compute its corresponding point
C(p) in the SMPL mask. The third column shows the reconstructed result.
to a point on the person silhouette is used to guide the deformation.
The registration process produces a warping function that can be
used to warp depth map of SMPL model to the final resulting shape.
We apply the warping function to both front and back views. The
two recovered meshes agree with the silhouettes. In the following,
we will discuss the algorithms in details.

4.1

In order to apply warping function to reconstruct the final shape,
we first register the person silhouette to SMPL silhouette. Given
a source person silhouette S and SMPL silhouette T , S has κs vertices {si |i=1, ...,κ S }, and T has κT vertices {ti |i=1, ...,κT }, where
si , ti ∈ R2 . We then uniformly sample a set of m graph nodes
G = {д1 , д2 , ..., дm } on the silhouette S. We then use a deform
graph to represent the movement of silhouette. More specifically,
our goal is to solve a set of affine transformations A = {At }tm=1 and
b = {b t }tm=1 that parametrize the movement of the the graph node.
After deformation, the new position of a vertex can be written as:
m
Õ

ϖ t (s)[At (s − дt ) + дt + b t ] ,

E smooth =

Õ Õ
G k ∈Ω(i)

2D Non-Rigid Registration

s ′ = f (s, A, b) =

Figure 5: Head correction results. Left column shows the results before correction, and right column shows the results
after correction. We correct the misalignment in face region.

(1)

t =1

where ϖ t (s) is the weighing factor of a graph node дt on the silhouette S. In particular, ϖ i (s 1 ) = max(0, (1 − d(s 1 , дi )2 /R 2 )3 ), where
d(s 1 , дi ) is the geodesic distance between point s 1 and дi along
the 2D contour line. R is the distance between s 1 and its k nearest
neighbor graph nodes in geodesic domain. We use k = 4 in our
experiment.
Once we have constructed the deform graph, to deform the
person silhouette S to match the SMPL silhouette T , we minimize
the following energy function to solve for a set of A and b:
E total = λ rigid E rigid + λ smooth E smooth + E fit
(2)
Term E rigid enforces rigidity and property of the rotation matrix,
and thus is defined as:
Õ
E rigid =
||ATi Ai − I||F2 + (det(Ai ) − 1)2 ,
(3)
G

where I is the identity matrix.
The second term E smooth enforces spatial smoothness of the
geometric deformation and it is defined as:

||Ai (дk − дi ) + дi + bi − (дk + bk )|| 2 ,
(4)

where Ω(i) refers to node i’s k nearest neighbors.
Lastly, the data term E fit is similar to a 2D form of Iterative
Closest Point (ICP), which measures the vertex displacements between the source and target silhouette line segments. The data term
includes two parts: point-to-point distances and point-to-plane
distances:
Õ
E fit =
λ point ||si′ − tsi || 2 + λ plane ||nTi (si′ − tsi )|| 2 ,
(5)
i ∈P

si′

where
= f (si , a, b), tsi is the closest point of si in the target
SMPL silhouette. nTi is the corresponding normal of tsi . In our
experiments, we use λ point = 0.1 and λ plane = 1.
The overall energy function E total can be optimized using iterative Gauss-Newton algorithm. We use λ rigid = 50 and λ smooth = 25
in our experiments. The process is shown in Fig. 3.

4.2

Front Mesh Generation

Once we have a mapping M between person silhouette and fitted
SMPL silhouette, we can generate the front mesh. For each si in S =
{s 1 , s 2 , ..., sκ }, we have a corresponding point on SMPL silhouette
boundary M(S) = {M(s 1 ), M(s 2 ), ..., M(sκ )}. Next, for each pixel p
inside the person mask, we find its corresponding pixel C(p) inside
the SMPL mask. In order to compute the dense correspondence, we
construct a function that transfers the silhouette correspondence
to inside-mask correspondence. Similar to [Weng et al. 2019], we
use Mean Value Coordinates (MVC) [Floater 2003] as our warping
function. MVC expresses a point inside a planar triangulation as a
convex combination of its boundary points. More specifically, we
can represent point p using a weighted combination of the set of
vertices of person silhouette:
p=

κ
Õ
i=1

w i (p)si .

(6)
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and render the fitted SMPL model. However, with perspective projection, the sillouette of the back rendering will not be the same as
front view. We instead use back-face culling technique. In particular,
we use the same camera viewpoint as rendering the front SMPL
model. Then, instead of rendering the nearest triangle, we render
the farthest triangle to obtain the corresponding silhouette image
and mask from the back view as shown in Fig. 6. We then stitch the
front piece and back piece together by creating connecting triangles
along the two boundaries.

4.4
Figure 6: Stitch the front and back meshes. We show front
and back meshes on the left, and the stitched one on the
right.

Animation Reconstruction

To animate reconstructed human mesh, we can transfer the parametric model’s skinning map WSMPL using the warping function
described in Equation 7. That is:
W (p) = WSMPL (C(p)) .

Next, with already computed correspondence M and MVC function described above, we substitute si with M(si ). The warping
function is represented as below:
C(p) =

κS
Õ

w i (p)M(si ) .

(7)

i=1

As shown in Fig 4, for every pixel p inside the person mask, we
can compute its corresponding pixel C(p) inside the SMPL mask.
We apply this warp function to the SMPL depth map to compute
the depth map of our final front mesh:
Z (p) = Z SMPL (C(p)) .

(8)

Once we obtain per-pxiel depth, we build the triangular mesh
using geometry constraint. The process of our reconstruction is
shown in Fig. 4.
Face Alignment: As shown in Figure 5 (left), after warping, the
face part might suffer from distortion. It is especially obvious if
viewpoint is far away from the frontal camera view. During the
parametric model fitting process, although the general fitting on
body shapes (e.g., torso, upper body, lower body) is reasonable, the
prediction of the head pose is often inaccurate due to the fact that
fitting method does not consider facial landmarks during optimization process.
We therefore develop a two-step approach to fix the face geometry. We first roughly align the head pose after parametric model
fitting. Given image I , we first detect person face region and subsequently detect 2D facial landmarks. In our experiment, we use
7 landmarks (corners of two eyes, nose, corners of mouth). Then,
we solve the 3D head pose R head by minimizing the re-projection
error of 3D landmark points on image I :
min ||Proj(R head · χ ) − χ2d || ,

(9)

where Proj is the projection from 3D world coordinate to 2D camera
coordinate, χ is the set of 3D landmarks, and χ 2d are their 2D
projections on image I .

4.3

Front and Back Geometry Stitching

After constructing the front mesh, we aim to recover the back geometry of the person, and finally stitch front and back pieces together.
To generate back geometry with a matching silhouette, an intuitive
idea is to set the virtual camera looking at the back of the person,

5

(10)

MULTI-VIEW TEXTURE INFERRING

To recover the front texture, we project the image onto the geometry.
For the occluded back part, we propose an automated process named
InferGAN. The InferGAN transfers the input texture from one input
RGB image (Io ) to another RGB image (It ) based on the input body
parsing audiences Po and Pt . The intuitive assumption is that, in
latent space, the distance between Io and It should approximately
equal to the distance between Po and Pt . Mathematically, we can
formulate the assumption as:
Θimg (Io ) − Θimg (It ) ≈ Θseg (Po ) − Θseg (Pt ) ,
R

It ≈ Θ (Θimg (Io ) + (Θseg (Po ) − Θseg (Pt ))) ,

(11)
(12)

where Θimg , Θseg are image encoder and parsing encoder, respectively. The ΘR is an image decoder based on the convoluted latent
feature. To save computing resources, we combine Θimg and Θseg
together into Θ. Specifically, the InferGAN encodes the texture
information from Io and inpaints new texture pixels into the target
body parts (Pt ) (e.g., back parts during the inference stage).
We show all the steps of InferGAN in Fig. 7. The size of input/target image is 512 × 512. The yellow box indicates data preprocessing, which extracts clothing parsing segmentation (Po and
Pt ) using the method described in [Gong et al. 2019]. Then we
transfer the parsing segmentation (Po and Pt ) into one-hot vector
map (size of 20 × 512 × 512) since human clothing is defined as
20 parts in [Gong et al. 2019]. We also compute the contours (Co
and Ct ) of the human body as inputs to our InferGAN. In our empirical study, we find that the contour (size of 1 × 512 × 512) can
help the network to yield sharper boundaries. Then we randomly
perform affine transformation on images and vector maps to increase the diversity of geometry. The green box shows the training
schema of InferGAN. To save computing resources, we concatenate
all the inputs (Io , Po , Pt , Co and Ct ) in channel dimension. After
concatenation, the input size is 45 × 512 × 512. The encoder Θ,
which consists of five convolution blocks, learns the texture information from Io and learns the geometry information from Po , Co
and Pt , Ct . Then we pass the latent feature to 9 residual blocks [He
et al. 2016] to further increase the encoding capability. The image
decoder ΘR consists of five transpose convolutional layers and one
hyper-tangent activation function. The InferGAN is trained with
three loss functions: GAN loss, perceptual loss computed on VGG
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Figure 7: The architecture of InferGAN. The yellow part indicates the data pre-processing. The green box illustrates the training schema and the blue box shows the inference schema.
feature extractor (FVGG )[Simonyan and Zisserman 2014], and L1
pixel loss. Thus, the total loss can be expressed as:
L = ℓgan + ℓperceptual + ℓpixel
=EIt , Pt ,Ct [log D(Pt , Ct , It )]+
EIo , Po ,Co , Pt ,Ct [log(1 − D(Pt , Ct , G(Io , Po , Co , Pt , Ct ))]+
5
Õ
1
n
n
1
n × ∥FVGG (G(Io , Po , Co , Pt , C t )) − FVGG (I t )∥1 +
2
n=1

∥G(Io , Po , Co , Pt , Ct )) − It ∥11 ,

(13)

where D and G are discriminator and generator, respectively. The
ℓperceptual is computed on the output features of five different layers
n (I ) is the layer feature of VGG19 on image I . We
of VGG19. FVGG
t
t
give different scales to different layer features. We found that GAN
loss and perceptual loss will enforce the network to yield a sharper
image since we compute the loss in feature space. It is worth noting
that during training stage, the input image and ground truth image
do not need to be a front-view image and back-view image. The
blue box in Fig. 7 indicates the inference stage for our back-view
texture synthesizing using InferGAN. We first estimate the clothing
parsing Po and contour Co from input image Io . Then we estimate
the back-view clothing parsing and contour (Pˆt , Cˆt ) based on the
computed Po . Then we pass all the inputs to InferGAN to synthesize
the back-view texture Iˆt , which is used to texture the back geometry
of a human.

6

EXPERIMENTS

We tested our method on public data and our own collected data to
demonstrate the reliability and effectiveness of our approach. For
our own data, we use a mobile phone camera at a resolution of 4032×
3024. A-pose is used since it is convenient for subsequent animation
reconstruction. We deployed our reconstruction algorithm on a
server. The reconstruction time is about 1 minute on a PC with
CPU Intel Core i7-5820K, 32GB memory and a Titan X GPU.

6.1

Geometry reconstruction

The reconstructed model is shown in Fig. 9. The first column shows
input images, the second column shows the reconstructed geometry

Figure 8: Visual comparison with other human shape reconstruction methods. From left to right: input images, BodyNet [Varol et al. 2018], HMR [Kanazawa et al. 2018b], SICLOPE [Natsume et al. 2019], Video Shapes [Alldieck et al.
2018b], and ours.
of human body models, and the third and fourth columns show the
results of observing the model from different angles after applying
full texture. Our algorithm restores the shape of the human body
accurately. The reconstructed geometry silhouette fits the input
image very well. We also reconstruct the texture from one single
image as input.
We compare our method with other 3D human body reconstruction methods on PeopleSnapshot dataset [Alldieck et al. 2018b].
Bodynet [Varol et al. 2018] is a voxel-based method to estimate
the pose and shape of the human body. SICLOPE [Natsume et al.
2019] relies on synthetic masks from difference views to reconstruct
human shape details. HMR [Kanazawa et al. 2018a] estimates the
pose and details of the human body from the SMPL parametric
model. Video-based method [Alldieck et al. 2018b] uses 120 images
of the same person at different angles to merge into a complete
human body model. But this method slows down the whole process by optimizing the pose calculated on each frame. In Fig. 8,
we show side-by-side comparison with all the above-mentioned
methods. Our results have more details than the first three methods.
When compared with the results of [Alldieck et al. 2018b] using 120
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Figure 11: The samples randomly selected from testing set
results synthesized by InferGAN. The first two column are
input source parsing and input source image, respectively.
The identities in testing set is excluded from the training
set.
Figure 9: 3D human digitization results. The first column
shows input images, second column shows reconstructed geometry, and last two columns are textured mesh from different views.

Figure 10: Animation result. The reconstructed model is jogging. We demonstrate that the animation deformation looks
plausible and sufficient for certain AR/VR applications.
frames as input, our results are comparable, but with much lower
computational cost.
To animate our model, we transfer the SMPL parameters to the reconstructed model and apply MoCap data from CMU dataset [Gross
and Shi 2001]. Fig. 10 shows an animation sequence when We apply
jog sequence to the model.

6.2

Texture inference

We train and test our InferGAN module on DeepFasion dataset [Liu
et al. 2016]. We follow the training set/testing set split in [Liu

et al. 2016]. The learning rate for InferGAN is 0.0002. We adopt
Adam [Kingma and Ba 2014] optimizer (β 1 = 0.5 and β 2 = 0.999) in
all experiments. In addition, random cropping, affine transformation
and flipping are used to augment data. The network is trained for
20 epochs.
Fig. 11 shows qualitative results of InferGAN on the testing set
of DeepFasion dataset. We can infer the target-view image texture
by any input-view image texture. For instance, our InferGAN can
yield realistic bottom textures based the whole body source input.
Second row and fourth row shows the back-view results inferred
by front-view image. It is worth noting that in the sixth row, the
input image is bottom part and the target image is whole body. Our
InferGAN can synthesize reasonable texture for upper part while
keeping the original texture for bottom part. Since the goal of our
InferGAN is to synthesize missing textures in back-view for our
whole system, we do not regularize the quality of the synthesized
face region (e.g., third row and fifth row).

6.3

AR/VR Application

We also developed an application on mobile platform. We first use
the mobile phone to take a photo of the human body. Then, the
application sends the photo to a server for reconstruction process.
Finally, the server sends the reconstructed models back to the mobile phone for animation sequence playback. As shown in Fig 12,
we use Google Inc.’s ARCore platform to place the virtual 3d model
in a real scene. Please see the supplementary material for more
videos of dynamic models.
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Figure 12: AR/VR application on mobile phone. (a) and (b)
shows two animated models rendered in real environment.
(c) With ARCore, we can view the animated model from free
viewpoint.

7

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we present a complete pipeline that reconstructs
human body from a single image. We propose to use 2D non-rigid
registration to warp geometry from an initial estimate to the final
reconstruction. For texture extraction, we propose InferGAN, which
uses front texture to infer textures at different view angles. Our
method not only reconstructs the full geometry and detailed texture
of a human body using only one single image, but also obtains an
animated model by the weight and joint locations of the parametric
transfer model. We have also developed a mobile application to
showcase our capability, where the reconstruction pipeline sits on
a server.
Our approach has some limitations. First, we need the human
subject to face the camera so that we can capture a frontal view of
the person. Second, we require that the subject’s limbs and body
are occlusion-free. Finally, since SMPL is a skinned human body
model, certain garment details are lost during reconstruction (e.g.,
shoes). In the future, we aim to develop an end-to-end pipeline that
is more general and can handle occlusion cases.
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